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Time in Solar System Data
• All data are time-tagged, because most objects are dynamic (either intrinsically dynamic, 

like plasma, or atmospheres), or moving in space (solar illumination and observation 
geometry changing with time). 

• Time-Series is a wide-spread (and not new) data product type in space physics:  
in-situ measurements of local medium properties with high cadence (e.g., ~1ms) over long 
time spans (e.g., decades!) 
=> spectral analysis for periodic phenomena (waves), correlation between instruments (for 
transients, or waves) 

• NB: Single spacecraft in-situ time-series, not possible to distinguish temporal from spatial 
variations. 

• Accurate timing and knowledge of observation geometry at the same time is required 
for remote observations and subsequent analysis:  
moving spacecraft + moving and rotation body + small field of view (i.e.: small fraction of 
object is observed) => NASA/NAIF SPICE library is made for this (and very efficient) 
=> long term variations (new craters, new rings structure…) or short term variation (waves 
on Titan lakes, Solar spots, dust storms on Mars, Aurora on Jupiter or Saturn…) 

• Not mentioning Earth observations… (Earth is a planet and is part of the Solar System :-)



Use Cases for LF radio and plasma wave 
Sampling vs Exposure vs Resolution

• Sampling step use case.  
1 sample every 10 ms => it’s ok for study of 10Hz-periodic 
signal. 

• Exposure time use case.  
Useful for SNR determination, mixed with spectral bandwidth: 
SNR = 1. / (individual sample exposure time X sample 
spectral bandwidth)^0.5  

• Resolution use case (=dating accuracy).  
For transient events (e.g., identification of simultaneous 
observations of Saturn lightnings observed from Cassini and 
Earth), but spacecraft clock usually not accurate below 1 ms. 



Example of joint observations on Cassini spacecraft:  
VIMS (IR) + RPWS (LF radio) + UVIS (UV)
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Cassini/UVIS raw data:  
1 slit sweeping on target back and forth

Cassini/RPWS data:  
polarization, flux, direction  
of arrival spectrograms

Figure 1. The apparent polarization is the polarization measured in the 
antenna plane, which is formed by the two effective length vectors h1 and 
h2. The vectors k1 and k2 are two independent wave vectors of circularly 
polarized waves giving the same observed apparent polarization ellipse. This 
ellipse is plotted in bold, and it is the result of a projection of the drawn 
circles onto the antenna plane. This figure also illustrates why the circular 
goniometer inversion has 2 solutions. (If the polarization sense is unknown, 
there are 2 more solutions which are !k1 and !k2)
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Figure 1. The apparent polarization is the polarization measured in the antenna plane,

which is formed by the two effective length vectors h⃗1 and h⃗2. The vectors k⃗1 and k⃗2

are two independent wave vectors of circularly polarized waves giving the same observed

apparent polarization ellipse. This ellipse is plotted in bold, and it is the result of a

projection of the drawn circles onto the antenna plane. This figure also illustrates why

the circular goniometer inversion has 2 solutions. (If the polarization sense is unknown,

there are 2 more solutions which are −k⃗1 and −k⃗2.)
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ABSTRACT
The high inclination orbits of the Cassini spacecraft from 
autumn 2006 until winter 2008 allowed the Cassini/RPWS 
(Radio and Plasma Wave Science) instrument to observe 
Saturn Kilometric Radiation (SKR) from latitudes up to 
75° for the first time. This has revealed a surprising new 
propertiy of SKR: Above ~30° in observational latitude a 
significant amount of SKR is strongly elliptically polarized, 
in marked contrast to previous observations from low 
latitudes, which showed only circular polarization. There 
are transitional latitudes where the elliptical polarization 
occrus in “patches” in the time frequency spectrograms 
next to regions of still completely circularly polarized 
SKR. From ~45° – 60° in northern latitude it is found that 
most of the SKR is elliptically polarized throughout its 
entire frequency range with an average degree of ~0.7 in 
linear polarization. We also observe that the polarization 
of SKR goes back to fully circular at very high latitudes 
(>70°). We demonstrate the ellipticity of SKR by using the 
concept of “apparent polarization” in case of 2-antenna 
measurements, but also show 3-antenna measurements 
from which the polarization can be unambiguously 
determined. Possible reasons for the variation of SKR 
polarization with observer’s latitude will be discussed.

Apparent polarization and real polarization

Figure 2. Apparent circular polarization vapp (panel a) and apparent linear 
polarization dl,app = (q2

app+u2
app )1/2 (panel b) as a function of the angle ! 

(elevation of the radio source with respect to the antenna plane) for 3 dif-
ferent cases: a completely LH circularly polarized wave (solid line), a com-
pletely RH circularly polarized wave (thick solid line), and an elliptically 
polarized wave with real linear and circular polarizations given by the 
Stokes parameters q=0.85 and v=0.53, respectively (dash–dotted line). The 
comple-tely LH and RH circularly polarized waves have the same apparent 
linear polarization (lines overlap).
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Figure 2. Apparent circular polarization vapp (panel a) and apparent linear polariza-

tion dl,app =
!

q2
app + u2

app (panel b) as a function of the angle β (elevation of the radio

source with respect to the antenna plane) for 3 different cases: a completely LH circularly

polarized wave (solid line), a completely RH circularly polarized wave (thick solid line),

and an elliptically polarized wave with real linear and circular polarizations given by the

Stokes parameters q = 0.85 and v = 0.53, respectively (dash–dotted line). The completely

LH and RH circularly polarized waves have the same apparent linear polarization (lines

overlap).
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Figure 3. Apparent circular polarization, apparent flux, apparent linear and 
total polarization (all color–coded) of SKR from 9–11 SCET (Spacecraft 
Event Time) on DOY 034, 2007, as a function of time and frequency. In the 
lower panels one can see the orbital parameters of Cassini, the latitude, the 
angle !S between the center of Saturn and the Ex –Ew antenna plane, the 
distance, and the local time. All six panels have the SCET as x–axis, but axes 
are only labeled in the two lower panels. In this example SKR behaves like a 
completely circularly polarized wave.
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Figure 3. Apparent circular polarization, apparent flux, apparent linear and total

polarization (all color–coded) of SKR from 9–11 SCET (Spacecraft Event Time) on DOY

034, 2007, as a function of time and frequency. In the lower panels one can see the orbital

parameters of Cassini, the latitude, the angle βS between the center of Saturn and the

Ex–Ew antenna plane, the distance, and the local time. All six panels have the SCET as

x–axis, but axes are only labeled in the two lower panels. In this example SKR behaves

like a completely circularly polarized wave.
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Figure 4. Apparent polarization spectra and orbital parameters of Cassini 
similar to Figure 3. The time goes from 18–21 SCET on DOY 316, 2006, and 
from the high apparent linear polarization at the constant angle of !S = !66° 
the real elliptical polarization of SKR is evident.
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Figure 4. Apparent polarization spectra and orbital parameters of Cassini similar to

Figure 3. The time goes from 18–21 SCET on DOY 316, 2006, and from the high apparent

linear polarization at the constant angle of βS = −66◦ the real elliptical polarization of

SKR is evident.
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Figure 5. Direction–finding results of SKR projected onto a plane 
perpendicular to the line of sight towards Saturn (in the center). The 2–
antenna goniometer inversion (blue crosses) and the 3–antenna direction 
finding inversion (orange crosses) are applied to 3–antenna RPWS data of 
SKR. Panel (a) displays results from 04:35–13:33 SCET, DOY 014, 2007, with 
Cassini at a mean latitude of 20.2° south, a mean distance of 17.5 RS, and a 
mean local time of 02:50. Panel (b) uses data from 03:38–12:30 SCET, DOY 
023, 2007, with Cassini at a latitude of ~57° north, a distance of ~27.6 RS, 
and at a local time of ~21:30. Other data selection criteria regarding the 
angle !, the frequency, and the signal–to–noise ratio are indicated on the 
lower left side of each panel. Each cross corresponds to the auto– and 
cross–correlation measurements at one time at a certain SKR frequency. We 
selected only a few hundred measurements out of several hundred 
thousands.  At the lower right side we indicate the theoretical error of 
direction finding of about 2°. However, the larger scattering of points could 
be due to extended or different sources, or refraction effects.  We 
emphasize that similar direction finding results are gained with both 
inversions for circularly polarized SKR on the left side, where as the 2–
antenna inversion results in incoming directions far off from Saturn for 
elliptically polarized SKR on the right side.
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Figure 5. Direction–finding results of SKR projected onto a plane perpendicular to the

line of sight towards Saturn (in the center). The 2–antenna goniometer inversion (blue

crosses) and the 3–antenna direction finding inversion (orange crosses) are applied to 3–

antenna RPWS data of SKR. Panel (a) displays results from 04:35–13:33 SCET, DOY 014,

2007, with Cassini at a mean latitude of 20.2◦ south, a mean distance of 17.5 RS, and a

mean local time of 02:50. Panel (b) uses data from 03:38–12:30 SCET, DOY 023, 2007,

with Cassini at a latitude of ∼ 57◦ north, a distance of ∼ 27.6 RS, and at a local time of ∼

21:30. Other data selection criteria regarding the angle β, the frequency, and the signal–

to–noise ratio are indicated on the lower left side of each panel. Each cross corresponds

to the auto– and cross–correlation measurements at one time at a certain SKR frequency.

We selected only a few hundred measurements out of several hundred thousands. At the

lower right side we indicate the theoretical error of direction finding of about 2◦. However,

the larger scattering of points could be due to extended or different sources, or refraction

effects. We emphasize that similar direction finding results are gained with both inversions

for circularly polarized SKR on the left side, whereas the 2–antenna inversion results in

incoming directions far off from Saturn for elliptically polarized SKR on the right side.
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Figure 7. The circularly polarized SKR data samples fraction (CPF) as a 
function of latitude (top panel), spacecraft local time (middle panel), and 
distance (bottom panel). The grey line identifies elliptically polarized SKR as 
data points whose incoming directions are more than 20° off from Saturn 
when using the circular goniometer inversion. The black line uses a 
threshold of 0.2 for the linear SKR polarization in the polarimeter inversion 
with the center of Saturn as preset source direction. Data selection criteria 
are given in the text. In the top panel, the vertical dashed line show the 
latitude extent of the data used in Fischer et al. [2009]
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Elliptical apparent polarization indicates either fully circularly 
polarization with oblique direction of arrival with respect to 
antenna plane, or real elliptical polarization with no condition  
on direction of arrival with respect to antenna plane.

2-antenna measurements with assumptions:
! no linear polarization: " direction of arrival + circular polar.
! source location known: " full polarization state

3-antenna measurements:
! direction of arrival + full polarization state

Figure 6. Position of Cassini during occurrence of elliptically polarized SKR 
from September 2006 until May 2007. Left Panel: equatorial view. The Sun is 
towards positive x in the plane formed by Saturn’s rotation axis and the x-
axis.  The dotted lines with the numbers are drawn to indicate the local time 
for every 2 hours. Right Panel: meridional view. Saturn’s rotation axis (z–
axis), its equatorial plane (z=0), and the latitudes of ±30° are indicated by 
dotted lines.
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Figure 8. Position of Cassini during occurrence of elliptically polarized SKR from

September 2006 until May 2007 in equatorial view. The Sun is towards positive x in the

plane formed by Saturn’s rotation axis and the x–axis. The dotted lines with the numbers

are drawn to indicate the local time for every 2 hours.
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Figure 9. Position of Cassini during occurrence of elliptically polarized SKR from

September 2006 until May 2007 in meridional view. Saturn’s rotation axis (z–axis), its

equatorial plane (z = 0), and the latitudes of ±30◦ are indicated by dotted lines.
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Figure 8. Position of Cassini during occurrence of elliptically polarized SKR from

September 2006 until May 2007 in equatorial view. The Sun is towards positive x in the

plane formed by Saturn’s rotation axis and the x–axis. The dotted lines with the numbers

are drawn to indicate the local time for every 2 hours.
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Figure 9. Position of Cassini during occurrence of elliptically polarized SKR from

September 2006 until May 2007 in meridional view. Saturn’s rotation axis (z–axis), its

equatorial plane (z = 0), and the latitudes of ±30◦ are indicated by dotted lines.
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Check for elliptical polarization: assuming a source location 
close to Saturn, we evaluate the apparent elliptical 
polarization that should be observed and compare it to the 
actual apparent polarization. 

2-antenna and 3-antenna data comparison

Signature of Elliptical Polarization in real data Statistical Results

Polarization of non–thermal auroral radio emissions

The CMI (Cyclotron Maser Instability), which is the auroral 
radio waves emission process (as observed at Earth), predicts 
elliptical polarization for waves emitted at an angle from the 
magnetic field direction in the source. The auroral radio 
emissions are however all found to be circularly polarized, 
except for the decametric (DAM) and a bursty hectometric 
component (BHL) of the jovian radio spectrum. 

Two theories try to explain such observation.  The “limiting 
polarization” [Budden, 1952] implies that the wave is 
propagating in a very low density plasma. The “moderate 
linear mode coupling” [Shaposhnikov et al., 1998] occurs in 
case of quasi-transverse propagation. None of these two 
theories can be completely ruled out at the moment. 

The “limiting polarization” theory may be favoured by recent 
observations of the SKR sources location [Cecconi et al., 
2009]. The source are indeed observed on magnetic field 
lines that are close to the planetary limb, as seen from 
Cassini. If auroral cavities exist at Saturn, then the waves 
would travel in a very tenuous plasma.

Summary and Conclusion

Elliptically polarized SKR is observed when the observer is  
at latitudes larger than 30°. 
If radio waves are confirmed to be emitted elliptically, the 
question to be answered is why and where its polarization is 
circularized.
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Remote Sensing + In situ 
observations of auroral radio 
source at Saturn (Cassini/MAG + 
Cassini/CAPS + Cassini/RPWS)

Tracking Interplanetary shock from 
the Sun, to Earth, Jupiter and 
Uranus, modeled propagation 
compared with auroral phenomena
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Juno Ground Radio LF support (with Autoplot)

Galileo Flyby of Europa (MAG instrument, with 3Dview)
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Rosetta @ CG-67P use case:  
Assessment of use as a 3D viewer for atmospheric / coma observations
(using e-m field plotting mode)

VIRTIS / Rosetta CO2 column density in 3Dview



Rosetta @ CG-67P

time varying modeled  
illumination map 

composite images of various instruments

67P Churyumov-Gerasimenko 
VIRTIS heat map on Shapemodel

Imaging/spectroscopy
 + illumination conditions

(both time-varying) 
to build a heat map =>



Cassini first “proximal” orbit 
(without time or pointing context)

STEREO-A CME 
spacecraft in the path

impossible to interpret  
without accurate space-time knowledge 

time tagged images 
with remote and local signals



Time scales / formats  
SCLK vs SCET vs UTC

• Spacecraft clock (SCLK) is internal Spacecraft clock, drifting + jitter.  
It is counting the number of clock ticks since beginning of mission (or clock restart). 

• SCLK is used to compute Spacecraft Event Time (SCET) by Operation center of 
Space Agency 

• SCET = UTC @ spacecraft, corrected for one way light-travel time. 

• SCET is usually the time used for data analysis,  
except for transient identification between instruments on the same Spacecraft: in 
this case use SCLK. 

• Sometimes, TT2000 is used as in CDF-A (archive version). 

• Times are provided in various formats or units:  
- mostly ISO-time (most software libraries or database handle this smoothly)  
- decimal day from given Epoch (could be JD, but not only)  
- elapsed seconds (or nanoseconds) from a given Epoch…



Other temporal axes
• In addition to UTC and alike, temporal 

axes related to either planetary sidereal 
rotation or orbital period:  
- planetary diurnal time (e.g., based on 
Martian day) 
- planetary season (solar longitude of 
Mars on its orbit) 
- solar rotation (decimal Carrington 
rotation number)  

• For giant planets, longitude system is not 
unique => several planetary rotation 
temporal axis.  
- Jupiter: 3 different longitude systems => 
3 reference rotation periods (1 for core 
rotation, 2 for cloud systems) => 3 
temporal axes 
- Saturn is even more complex: true 
sidereal period is unknown. Reference 
period in literature is debated => many 
longitude systems (even variable period 
longitude systems, depending on 
hemisphere!)



Data discovery or catalog mining 
EpnCore temporal queries

• Using temporal parameters for data product selection or 
discovery.  

• Criteria: 
- Search for data including a given epoch or interval 
- Search for data included in a given interval 
- Search for data with a specified sampling step condition (larger 
or small than a given threshold) 
- Search for data with a specified exposure time [or integration 
time] condition (larger or small than a given threshold) 
- Select/check on the time scale and/or time origin 
- Search for data with a time condition at observer 
- Search for data with a time condition at target 
- Search for data with “local time” or “season”



EPNcore/ObsCore 
Temporal time interval

Data Model ObsCore EpnCore

keyword t_min
t_max

time_min
time_max

description Start/Stop time Acquisition start/stop date-time or date-time of the first/last sample

Unit MJD JD 
(ISO under study)

UCD time.start;obs.exposure  
time.end;obs.exposure

time.start 
time.end

utype Char.TimeAxis.Coverage.Bounds.Limits.StartTime 
Char.TimeAxis.Coverage.Bounds.Limits.StopTime



Data Model ObsCore EpnCore

keyword — time_sampling_step_min
time_sampling_step_max

description —
Minimum/maximum value of the temporal sampling step 

(minimum/maximum value of the time interval  
between two successive individual acquisitions)

Unit — s

UCD — time.interval;stat.min 
time.interval;stat.max

utype Char.TimeAxis.SamplingPrecision.SamplingBounds.Period.Limits.LoLimit 
Char.TimeAxis.SamplingPrecision.SamplingBounds.Period.Limits.HiLimit

EPNcore/ObsCore 
Temporal sampling step



Data Model ObsCore EpnCore

keyword t_exptime time_exp_min
time_exp_max

description Total exposure time Minimum/maximum value of the individual 
integration/acquisition/exposure time in data product

Unit s s

UCD time.duration;obs.exposure time.duration;obs.exposure;stat.min 
time.duration;obs.exposure;stat.max

utype Char.TimeAxis.Coverage. 
Support.Extent

Char.TimeAxis.SamplingPrecision.SamplingBounds.Extent.Limits.LoLimit 
Char.TimeAxis.SamplingPrecision.SamplingBounds.Extent.Limits.HiLimit

EPNcore/ObsCore 
Observation exposure time

In ObsCore, t_exptime is the integrated exposure time for the data product (e.g. when the exposure time of distributed image or 
spectrum is the sum of individual snapshots), so it is a different concept than the time_exp_min/time_exp_max in EPNcore. We 
may need to add such concept in EPNcore. It would yet another column, but that could be useful, and it would help convergence 
with ObsCore.



Data Model ObsCore EpnCore

keyword t_resolution (time_exp_min?)

description
minimal interpretable 
interval between two 
points along the time 

axis
—

Unit s —

UCD time.resolution —

utype Char.TimeAxis.Resolution.ResolutionRefVal.ReferenceValue

EPNcore/ObsCore 
Observation time resolution



Data products with time 
information

• Time-series = a table (whatever file format), with a time value and a 
series of parameter values/vectors/matrices for each time step.  

• Spectrograms (a.k.a., dynamic spectra): property measured with 
temporal and spectral dependence (either from FFT of high resolution 
time-series, or from a series of filters sampled at each time step) 

• (Spectral)cubes: either series of spectra/images measured at 
different times, or within a signal spectrum/image, each pixel/bin may 
not be measured at the same time (sweeping spectrometer), and 
thus not exactly sampling the same location on target (moving 
observer and target!).  

• Events: observation or prediction.  
VOEvent description: <wherewhen> = STC



Data product content
• In time-series data product: 

- Temporal sampling step is intrinsically present if you have successive samples.  
- Temporal resolution/exposure time needs to be added as an extra column (if 
sample dependent) or metadata (same value for all sample). 
- All instrumental parameters (spectral, pointing, polarization…) can be time-
dependent (changing at each sample):  
 => often sparse multi-dimensional data with main axis = time

• Publishing time-series as files:  
- as a VOTable: 1 row = 1 sample. (1 column for time stamps + other columns…),  
- as FITS (e.g., a series of cubes with within a time stamp for each image or 
spectra),  
- as CDF (time stamp is mandatory), etc. 
Not sure why an extra file format would be needed. 

• Mandatory File+Search metadata:  
- time scale (+starting point/epoch), time origin (location) 
- time coverage + sampling/resolution/exposure



Existing display tools
• AMDA (CDPP, Toulouse, France)  

http://amda.cdpp.eu 

• TOPCAT (Mark Taylor, Bristol, UK) 
Time Plot option 

• Autoplot (Univ. Iowa, USA)  
http://autoplot.org  
(SAMP connexion now possible) 

http://amda.cdpp.eu
http://autoplot.org


Temporal analysis
• Many analysis methods exist for analyse temporal data: 

- FFT (periodic, regularly sampled) 
- periodograms (periodic, regularly sampled) 
- lomb scargle (uneven and sparse sampling) 
- Hilbert-Huang (decomposition in component with varying 
periodicities) 
- scalograms/wavelet transforms (variabilities depending 
on scales): huge numbers of wavelet types 
- chirplets (periodic drifting tones)  
- … 

• Complete data processing suite ?  
=> python, IDL, matlab ? :-)



Time-series data service ?
• Large data set (long-lived mission with high resolution sampling) => 

difficult to access long time interval (for display or statistical analysis)  

• NASA/Heliophysics is working on an API for serving time series 
[Heliophysics API = HAPI]. Lightweight protocol.



Time-Series Data  
Where is the complexity?

• Not sure if it is so complex! 😅    

• Even if different approaches: 
- Astronomy : times series = series of individual images not measured in a row 
- Solar System : times series = intrinsic organization of raw data  
=> in both cases, observational parameters can change from a sample to the other. 

• Complexity is mostly on making sure the same time axis / time scales and 
references are used (at the accuracy required by your science case, so it may not 
be very restrictive), or that they can be translated one to the other, with correct 
description.  
=> best is to use UTC @ specified location with non ambiguous time unit/format 
(MJD not recommended?) 

• Solar system sciences is using time as the main axis, huge experience and 
knowledge.  

• As far as I can tell:  
Data formats and data models are already available and seems operative




